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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON RARE
AND ULTRA-RARE DISEASE

COMMUNITIES: CRITICAL
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Even in non-pandemic times, rare and ultra-rare disease

communities face staggering challenges as they work ceaselessly

for awareness, support and treatment. It’s crucial to examine the

impact of COVID-19 on rare diseases, which can help shed light

on heightened hurdles as well as new opportunities. 

 

Around the world, healthcare systems have shifted their resources

to the fight against coronavirus, magnifying existing orphan

disease issues such as patient access, therapy development and

supply chains. Rare and ultra-rare disease stakeholders (patients,

healthcare experts, patient organizations, payers and

pharmaceutical manufacturers) must work collaboratively to push

forward new solutions for these challenges.
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Nearly 3 in 10 patients

report that the hospital or

unit that provides care for

their rare disease is closed

Hospitals worldwide have largely reduced operations

to focus on emergency COVID-19 cases. This means

that check-ups and regular follow-ups have been

postponed or cancelled, since rare disease

specialists are usually based in hospital centers;

nearly 3 in 10 patients report that the hospital or unit

that provides care for their rare disease is closed[2].

The size of the global orphan drug market is

estimated at $132.61 USD billion in 2020

The market is expected to reach $193.59 USD

billion by 2025[8]

Also known as “orphan diseases”, these conditions affect a relatively small percentage of the

population; there is not a single widely-accepted definition, and criteria varies by country

In the US, diseases affecting fewer than 200,000 people are considered rare.[3]

9 in 10 rare disease patients say they have experienced interruptions in their care since the pandemic

began, according to a global survey spanning 993 rare conditions[1]. Patient access is impacted in

different ways in the COVID-19 era, affecting the essential clinical support needed by these patients, who

typically have complex care needs and can easily become isolated.

Rare and ultra-rare diseases at a glance

Prevalence drops even more precipitously for these conditions, with 3 or fewer people affected per

100,000 people.[4]

Rare diseases

Ultra-rare diseases

400 million people worldwide have a rare disease (more than cancer and AIDS,

combined[5]).

95% of rare diseases don’t have an FDA-approved therapy.[6]

There are an estimated 7000 rare diseases[7], ranging from more-prevalent and

recognizable conditions (multiple sclerosis, narcolepsy, etc.) to exceedingly rare illnesses

such as Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria, which causes the appearance of rapid aging in early

childhood and affects only 1 in 8 million children.

IMPACT ON PATIENT ACCESS

Hospital shutdowns: Less access to rare disease specialists 
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50% of rare disease

patients say they

delayed in-person

care because of

contagion fears

Coronavirus has had a cataclysmic impact on the world economy and

individual finances – and we are only just beginning to see those effects on

healthcare and social security structures. Rare and ultra-rare disease

communities are no exception to the economic impact; in April 2020, 40% of

rare disease households said they experienced income loss as a result of

COVID-19[12].

Additionally, health insurance coverage levels may change for rare disease

patients, either as a result of job loss (which 29% reported[13]) or employment

change, and/or sweeping insurance market changes; premiums are expected

to hike as much as 40% in 2021[14] for the overall US health insurance

industry, alongside more restricted healthcare plan benefits and coverage.

 

Financial disruption is a major barrier to care; 33% of Americans reported

delaying important healthcare services due to costs in December 2019[15],

well before the pandemic hit the US.

In the US, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)

has expanded home health benefits[10], while many private

health insurers have followed suit. Although home infusions are

generally considered to be on the rise due to the pandemic,

home intravenous infusion is not always possible, especially

when there is a concern about anaphylaxis risk management.

Additionally, insufficient resources are a significant issue:

almost 6 in 10 rare disease patients report that they do not

have access to medical therapies at home[11].

In the case of health systems that have been able to attend to the pandemic without totally shutting down

their rare disease units, patients are still experiencing significant delays in getting care, due to decreased

specialist availability. Long waiting lists for diagnostics are also being reported, which exacerbates a

diagnosis process that is already typically lengthy and complicated under normal circumstances.

Saturated health systems: Delayed diagnoses and care

Concerns about contagion: Self-isolating patients skip care

Contracting coronavirus is a real concern for many patients; having a rare disease is automatically an

increased-risk factor for COVID-19, and many rare disease patients are immunocompromised. 50% of

these patients say they delayed in-person care because of contagion fears[9] – either because they

decided to self-isolate or followed their physician’s directions to do so – potentially postponing important

in-person care, such as infusion therapy.

Limitations in home care: More resources

and support needed

Economic disruptions: Financial and insurance barriers to getting care
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The potential impact of the COVID-19 crisis on investment in rare and ultra-rare disease R&D has started

to raise questions among pharmaceutical manufacturers, especially smaller biotech companies focused on

rare disease therapy development[17]. A chief concern is that the pandemic may result in an unpredicted

and expedited shift from regular planning of activities and financial certainty to focus on nearer-term

interests, such as overcoming clinical trial delays. 

Financial flow concerns are exacerbated by the fact that key players (such as public investors and patient

organizations) could potentially reduce or delay clinical trial funding due to uncertain income and

reduced capacity for fundraising; other medical research supporters such as non-profit organizations may

also shift financial efforts initially targeted towards rare disease research. In the case of delayed clinical

trials, manufacturers may face unexpected add-on costs due to trial redesign and protocol deviations.

This represents a salient financial headache for the industry, given that the number of delayed trials

between January and May 2020 more than doubled compared to the same period in 2019[18].

IMPACT ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D)

Rare disease patient access challenges are an opportunity for the FDA to continue to enforce its

Expanded Access Program, an initiative that allows patients with critical conditions (including rare

diseases) to access unapproved and investigational products outside of a clinical trial, sometimes

the only treatment alternative available for patients battling rare and ultra-rare diseases[16].

The COVID-19 crisis presents pharmaceutical manufacturers with myriad opportunities for

engaging in new ways with patients, healthcare providers and other rare disease community

stakeholders. Manufacturers may consider expanding and adapting assistance approaches such as

home care, copay assistance and patient support programs to improve access for rare disease

patients.

The economic downturn will likely also have an indirect impact on rare disease support and care by way of

depleted patient organizations. These essential groups will have less funding, and therefore less resources

to drive advocacy and fundraising.

Rare and ultra-rare disease patient access challenges

 Hospital 
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Even in non-pandemic

times, orphan drug

development takes

~18% longer than the

average new drug

The COVID-19 crisis has also caused disruption to daily

clinical study-related activities such as patient enrollment,

on-site monitoring, and data collection, which could

significantly impact prompt innovation in the rare disease

area[19]. This becomes particularly concerning given that

(even in non-pandemic times) rare drug development takes

~18% longer (from first patent filling to product launch) than

the average new drug (15.1 years; 17.2 years for ultra rare

diseases)[20], an already-lengthy process in an area where

patients often lack effective approved therapies. 

At the same time, the race to find an effective treatment to fight COVID-19 could positively benefit rare

and ultra-rare disease innovation, since some rare disease therapies are being tested to evaluate their

performance in infected patients, an approach that could speed up their availability in other rare disease

indications as efficacy and safety outcomes are increasingly better understood[21].

Rare disease therapy testing in COVID-19 patients could

potentially speed up their availability in other rare disease

indications, as efficacy and safety outcomes are increasingly

better understood

COVID-19: Key challenges for rare disease research and development  

Despite challenging scenarios, current conditions represent an opportunity for larger

pharmaceutical companies with fewer budget constraints to pursue rare disease research. Industry

experts highlight that this could be notably advantageous for manufacturers pursuing cell and gene

therapies (frequently evaluated for rare disease indications), as innovation has become a critical

element to survive through the pandemic. However, these studies have not escaped clinical trial

delays associated with coronavirus, and products could also face increased pricing scrutiny due to

COVID-19's impact on healthcare system budgets[22].

Reduced funding Impacted
momentum

during active
trials

Clinical trial 
delays
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Derived from human plasma and used

for primary immune deficiency,

Immune thrombocytopenic

purpura, myasthenia gravis

Shortages have occurred since blood

donations have been significantly

reduced due to social distancing[29] 

Treats spinal muscular

atrophy

Must be shipped and

delivered frozen,

refrigerated upon receipt, and

used within 14 days of receipt

Drug shortages and supply chain challenges are another pandemic-related hurdle that directly impacts

rare and ultra-rare disease communities; they have been primarily driven by social distancing mandates,

which affect manufacturing and testing processes.

69% of rare disease patients are concerned about medications and medical supplies being limited[23].

Drug shortage mitigation requires a thoughtful approach, as several strategic elements influence company

approaches; currently, some pharmaceutical manufacturers are proactively trying to minimize supply

deficiencies by expanding support programs for orphan disease patients, logistical planning to overcome

border closures, and maximizing plasma collection for drug manufacturing[24,25].

Facilitating rare disease therapy development and access remains a priority

for the FDA as well, as many of these patients depend on timely clinical trial

completion and continued therapy development in order to prolong and

improve their quality of life. 

 

The regulatory entity has engaged with manufacturers to evaluate their supply

chain and other relevant components that may be impacted by the COVID-19

outbreak. For instance, given the increased demand for hydroxychloroquine

as a potential treatment for COVID-19, the FDA initially established a priority

review for all generic hydroxychloroquine drug applications to minimize

product shortages for its use to treat lupus, a rare genetic disorder[26].

However, the FDA later revoked its emergency use authorization for COVID-19

as efficacy and safety evidence is insufficient[27].  

 Used to treat lupus

Faced shortages after rising

interest as a potential COVID-

19 treatment[28]

Lack of demonstrated benefit

lead FDA to revoke

recommended use

IMPACT ON SUPPLY CHAIN

Examples of rare disease therapies at risk of shortages or delays due to COVID-19

Potential to treat COVID-19 Intricate supply chain

immunoglobulin hydroxychloroquine onasemnogene

abeparvovec-xioi

Human-derived
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Payers are also urged to intensify efforts to preserve drug supply. Maintaining list of drugs that

could potentially be in shortage (particularly ones with no generic alternatives) and frequent

inventory check-ups are key actions to take[30]; this information is critical for effective

communication between all participating stakeholders (including payers, manufacturers, patient

advocacy groups and providers) in order to optimize the availability of vital drugs with increased

demand due to COVID-19[31].

Especially for vulnerable rare and ultra-rare disease patients who battle burdensome conditions

and frequently require specialized care, this situation represents an opportunity for community

stakeholders to implement re-oriented patient-focused approaches for the pandemic era. Patient

support programs that emphasize information and resources will be key to prevent therapy

abandonment and other disruptions in care as a result of supply chain challenges.

Jupiter is a global team of strategy experts with a shared passion for shaping value and

navigating market access for drug manufacturers. We have deep expertise across a wide

range of clinical areas, including rare and ultra-rare diseases. Reach out to us

at contact@jupiterls.com to discuss how we can help you navigate through these

challenging times.
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